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ISTE Ltd and John Wiley Sons Inc, United Kingdom, 2013. Hardback. Book Condition: New. New.. 234
x 162 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. This book describes the potentialities of
metaheuristics for solving production scheduling problems and the relationship between these two
fields. For the past several years, there has been an increasing interest in using metaheuristic
methods to solve scheduling problems. The main reasons for this are that such problems are
generally hard to solve to optimality, as well as the fact that metaheuristics provide very good
solutions in a reasonable time. The first part of the book presents eight applications of
metaheuristics for solving various mono-objective scheduling problems. The second part is itself
split into two, the first section being devoted to five multi-objective problems to which
metaheuristics are adapted, while the second tackles various transportation problems related to the
organization of production systems. Many real-world applications are presented by the authors,
making this an invaluable resource for researchers and students in engineering, economics,
mathematics and computer science. Contents 1. An Estimation of Distribution Algorithm for Solving
Flow Shop Scheduling Problems with Sequence-dependent Family Setup Times, Mansour Eddaly,
Bassem Jarboui, Radhouan Bouabda, Patrick Siarry and Abdelwaheb Rebai....
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Reviews
Excellent eBook and helpful one. This can be for all who statte there was not a worthy of studying. You will not feel monotony at at any moment of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding when you request me).
-- Pr incess McCulloug h
Completely essential read through publication. It normally does not expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Mor r is Cr uicksha nk
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